
Choose the perfect office chair for remote working 

Shifting to a new era of remote working that started in 2020 and is still expanding within some companies in 2023 made 
us look for the best conditions so we can have the office feeling at home. 

Whether you've set up an office before or not, this can be challenging when choosing the best furniture items that will 
keep you comfortable for more than 8 hours/day. Considering now you spend more time than ever on that chair, less 
breaks, more meetings, maybe even some extra hours squeezed in your 24 hours day, this is important for your health on 
the long run.  

As more businesses are switching to work remotely or at least part time from home, allowing to save money, time, 
energy, choosing the best items for your new or refurbished office might seem a quick and painless task, but experiences 
proves it's not that easy.  

There is such a wide variety of office equipment on the market that it's hard to choose a specific brand so you'll always 
think about the budget to start with, no matter whether you choose to buy from. So whether you plan to shop at the big 
stores or smaller but known local and international brands, there is always too many options.  

Here are Furniture for Schools and Furniture for Colleges we have a wide range of products to choose from.  

But, first, asses how much space you have in your house to build your own office area.  

Second, make a list with the necessary items, such as desk, chair, storage, office accessories.  

Third, look and compare prices on specific items. Take into consideration delivery fees, how long it takes and return 
policy. 

As the brand is less important when it comes to choose a proper good item, I would focus rather on materials, durability, 
comfort. And when it comes to chairs, this is one of the most important things to consider ( you might even think about 
throwing some extra budget in there for a proper pillow if you need extra support. 

What things you should keep in mind when it comes to the best chair?  

- Back support - the backrest has to provide lumbar support that fits perfectly into the curve of your spine, no matter 
what size you are 
- Size option - they have to be adjustable to your needs 
- Height, back position and tilt - all adjustable 
- Seat depth - the backrest should not drop away if you recline in the chair 
- Free float tilt mechanism - the chair has to move with you and not get stuck in a static position 
- Warranty - min. 5 years 

Optional: 

- Armrest - you don’t  need them, but if you do have them, they should be adjustable to fit well with your desk 
- The type of castors - should fit the floor 

If you're company did not provide you with any equipment or you're a freelancer, you have to do your homework well. 
Now, everyone knows more money equals better quality. But there are pretty decent chairs who do not have to cost a 
fortune and don't forget to look for what’s on sale. You might consider companies that sell to institutions and schools, 
office spaces, etc. where they are heavily used throughout the years and easy to clean and maintain, such us Furniture for 
schools. 
 
View our range here. 
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